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A BPMN Extension for the Modeling of Security Requirements in
Business Processes
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and Mario PIATTINI††, Nonmember

SUMMARY Business Processes are considered a crucial issue by many
enterprises because they are the key to maintain competitiveness. More-
over, business processes are important for software developers, since they
can capture from them the necessary requirements for software design and
creation. Besides, business process modeling is the center for conduct-
ing and improving how the business is operated. Security is important for
business performance, but traditionally, it is considered after the business
processes definition. Empirical studies show that, at the business process
level, customers, end users, and business analysts are able to express their
security needs. In this work, we will present a proposal aimed at inte-
grating security requirements through business process modeling. We will
summarize our Business Process Modeling Notation extension for model-
ing secure business process through Business Process Diagrams, and we
will apply this approach to a typical health-care business process.
key words: security requirement, business process, BPMN

1. Introduction

The key to maintain competitiveness is the ability of a com-
pany to describe, standardize, and adapt the way it reacts to
certain types of business events, and how it interacts with
suppliers, partners, competitors, and customers. Business
Processes, defined as a set of procedures or activities which
collectively pursue a business objective or policy goal [1],
are a good answer to the environment complexity, the speed
required by new products and the growing number of in-
volved actors in the activities of the organization.

The new business scene, where there are many partici-
pants and an intensive use of communications and informa-
tion technologies, implies that enterprises not only expand
their businesses but also increase their vulnerability. As a
consequence, with the increase of the number of attacks on
systems, it is highly probable that sooner or later an intru-
sion can be successful [2]. This security violation causes
losses. For this reason, it is necessary to protect computers
and their systems in the best possible way. Best possible
security does not necessarily mean absolute security, but a
reasonable high security level in relation to the given limita-
tions [3].

The notion of security is often neglected in business
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process models, which usually concentrate on modeling
the process in a way that functional correctness can be
shown [4]. The reason is mainly due to the fact that the
expert in the business process domain is not an expert in
security [5]. Frequently, security is considered after the def-
inition of the system. This approach often leads to prob-
lems, which most of the times become into security vul-
nerabilities [6], which clearly justify the need of increasing
the effort in the pre-development phases, where fixing the
bugs is cheaper [7]. Moreover, most requirements engineers
are not trained at all in security, and the few of them that
have been trained have been only given an overview of se-
curity architectural mechanisms such as passwords and en-
cryption rather than a proper training in actual security re-
quirements [8].

If we consider that empirical studies show that it is
common at the business process level that customers and
end users are able to express their security needs [7], then it
is possible to capture at a high level, security requirements
easily identifiable by those who model business processes.
Besides, requirements specification usually results in a spec-
ification of the software system which should be as exact as
possible [9], since, effective business process models facil-
itate discussions among different stakeholders in the busi-
ness, allowing them to agree on the key fundamentals as
well as to work towards common goals [10].

For business process modeling, there are several lan-
guages and notations [11]. However, BPMN (Business Pro-
cess Modeling Notation) and UML (Unified Modeling Lan-
guage) are considered the main standards [12]. Neverthe-
less, we have had the opportunity to check that security as-
pects are not included in the Business Process Modeling
either in the first version of BPMN [13] carried out by the
BPMI (Business Process Management Initiative) or in the
new version [14], that arised after the link [15] to the OMG
(Object Management Group).

Our work considers a BPMN extension that allows us
to incorporate security requirements into Business Process
Diagrams from the perspective of the business analyst.

Our proposal is based on the MDA (Model Driven Ar-
chitecture) approach. We will define early requirements
identification using BPMN and this will make it possible to
perform independent specifications of the implementation.
Moreover, we believe that it is possible to have two different
perspectives about security requirements at a high level of
abstraction; one of them related to business analysts and the
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other associated with security experts. Thus, a system can
be modeled at different levels of abstraction or from differ-
ent perspectives [16]. In this paper we have deepened in the
first perspective.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
in Sect. 2, we will summarize the main issues about secu-
rity in business processes. In Sect. 3 we will put forward
an overview regarding notations for business processes but
we will pay special attention to BPMN. In addition, we
will propose a BPMN metamodel that shows the core ele-
ments used in Business Process Diagram (BPD). In Sect. 4
we will propose a BPMN extension to represent security re-
quirements from the business analyst’s perspective. Finally,
in Sect. 5, we will present an example to show our proposal
and in Sect. 6 our conclusion will be drawn.

2. Security in Business Process

In spite of the importance of security for business processes,
we have found out two problems. The first one is that model-
ing has not been adequate since, generally, those who spec-
ify security requirements are requirements engineers that
have accidentally tended to use architecture specific restric-
tions instead of security requirements [8]. And in the second
place, security has been integrated into an application in an
ad-hoc manner, often during the actual implementation pro-
cess [4], during the system administration phase [16] or it
has been considered like outsourcing [17].

In the review of related works, we have had the pos-
sibility to check that not only in those works directly refer-
ring to security regarding business processes [4], [5], [18]–
[21] but also in those that have to do with security and in-
formation systems [6], [9], [16], [22]–[28], security specifi-
cations made by the business analyst are absent. In spite of
this fact, we would like to highlight an approach to model
security that takes into account several perspectives. In the
work presented in [5], authors take into consideration the
following perspectives: static, about the processed informa-
tion security, functional, from the viewpoint of the system
processes, dynamic, about the security requirements from
the life cycle of the objects involved in the business process,
organizational, used to relate responsibilities to acting par-
ties within the business process and the business processes
perspective, that provides us with an integrated view of all
perspectives with a high degree of abstraction. We believe
that from the business process perspective business analysts
can integrate their view about business security.

Concerning the security requirements that can be mod-
eled in business processes, it is necessary to consider that
security requirements in any application at the highest level
of abstraction will tend to have the same basic kinds of valu-
able and potentially vulnerable assets [29].

Moreover, it is necessary to take into account the fact
that capturing the security requirements of a system is a hard
task that must be established at the initial stages of system
development, and business spruces offer a view of business
structure that is very suitable as a basis for the elicitation

and specification of security requirements. Business process
representations may in this way present in all stages of sys-
tem development different levels of abstraction appropriate
for each stage [7]. Consequently, we believe that business
analysts can integrate their view about business security into
the business process perspective and in addition security re-
quirements, since any application at the highest level of ab-
straction will tend to have the same basic kinds of valuable
and potentially vulnerable assets [29].

Finally, none of the proposals related to security speci-
fications in business processes and/or information systems
that have been analysed deal with security requirements
specifications made by the business analyst. We think that
this perspective will make security specifications more valu-
able since it allows security experts to incorporate new ele-
ments into their analysis. In addition, we consider that the
improvement of the standard languages for business process
representation can improve the representation of these re-
quirements as well.

3. Notations for Business Process Modeling

In business process modeling, the main objective is to pro-
duce a description of reality, for example, the way in which
a commercial transaction is carried out to understand and
eventually modify it with the aim of incorporating improve-
ments into it. As a consequence, it is important to have a
notation that allows us to model the essence of the business
as clearly as possible. This notation must allow us to in-
corporate different perspectives giving place to different di-
agrams in which rules, goals, objectives of the business and
not only relationships but also interactions are shown [30].
A great part of the success of the modeling has to do with the
ability to express the different needs of the business as well
as to have a notation in which these needs can be described.
This is why when choosing an approach and/or notation, the
properties of the object to be modelled must be taken into
account, in other words, the business process, the environ-
ment features and the underlying reasons for the use [31].

Among the techniques that have been used for business
process modeling, we can highlight the following ones: flow
diagrams, the family of techniques known as IDEF (Integra-
tion Definition for Function Modeling), Petri Nets, simula-
tion, techniques based on knowledge (artificial intelligence)
and Role Activity Diagrams [11], [32].

At present, and according to the state of the business
process modeling industry [12], [33], it is possible to iden-
tify UML [34] and BPMN [13], [14], among the main stan-
dards.

Regarding BPMN, it is a new proposal whose notation
considers a unique diagram for the representation of pro-
cesses BPD. This diagram was designed to facilitate its use
and understanding and to offer an expressive force that al-
lows us to model complex businesses by assigning them in
a natural way to execution languages such as Business Pro-
cess Execution Language For Web Services (BPEL4WS).
To do so, the notation is supported by a modeling language,
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Table 1 Core modeling elements.

Business Process Modeling Language (BPML) and a query
language, Business Process Query Language (BPQL) [35].

In this paper, we will use BPMN because we consider
that, although there are several reasons to use this nota-
tion [35], the most important one is that it offers us a model-
ing technique that is quickly understood by all users of the
business, from business analysts that make drafts of the pro-
cesses to technical developers that are responsible for the
technological implementation of those processes and finally
business people that will manage and control those pro-
cesses. Moreover, it creates a standardization that connects
design with implementation of business processes [14], [36].

In Table 1, we can see a description of the BPD core
elements and their corresponding notations. With these el-
ements, we have created a BPD metamodel (Fig. 1) where
we have shown the main relationship between core model-
ing elements. To do so, we have created the class known as
BusinessProcessDiagram. This class allows us to relate all
BPD elements used to represent a specific business process.
This metamodel will allow us to explain our proposal later
on.

Fig. 1 Business process diagrams metamodel.

4. BPMN Extension for Security Modeling

To capture security requirements within the business pro-
cess modeling, it is useful to have a notation that must be
supported by a set of graphical concepts that allows us to
represent the security semantics [5]. As we have previously
indicated, BPMN offers us an orientation to the business an-
alyst domain since it represents an opportunity to capture
security requirements at a level of abstraction that, in our
opinion has not been considered enough.

BPMN does not explicitly consider mechanisms to rep-
resent security requirements. However, among the set of
symbols used for the construction of the BPD [14], Artifacts
can be used to express such requirements. Artifacts were de-
signed to extend the modeling basic notation by adding them
the possibility of representing specific situations [36]. They
are composed of Data Objects that allow us to show the data
required or produced by the activities, Groups that allow us
to put together several activities in order to make analysis
easier or improve documentation and Text Annotations that
allow us to provide additional information for BPD reading.
In spite of the fact that artifacts could be used to express se-
curity requirements, mainly through Text Annotations, we
consider that an explicit identification of them will facilitate
modeling and will help us obtain a better interpretation by
security specialists.

In order to explain our proposal we will initially show a
model with the security elements (Fig. 2) that we want to in-
corporate into the metamodel that we have created and that
is shown in Fig. 1. We have complemented the extended
metamodel (Fig. 3) with security requirements. In Table 2
we will extensively show the relation between the BPD ele-
ments and the new security elements.

The mechanism of extension stated by BPMN lets us
add marks or indications to the already defined graphical
elements [14]. In our proposal we have associated a sym-
bol (padlock in Fig. 2) to represent security requirements in
a standard way. Each security requirement will be speci-
fied with a capital letter in the centre of the symbol (see
details in Table 4). We have considered to represent secu-
rity requirements (non repudiation, attack harm detection,
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Fig. 2 Security requirement and notation associated.

Fig. 3 BPD metamodel with security requirement.

Table 2 New security elements and element of BPD.

integrity, privacy and access control proposed in [29]), secu-
rity role, associated with privacy and/or access control spec-
ification, and security permission associated with security
role (see Fig. 3). The security auditing is not considered in
an explicit way because it underlies each security require-
ment and will be explained beside each description.

In Fig. 3, we will show a BPD (core modeling
elements) metamodel. This figure includes the secu-
rity requirements which have been represented in the
specifications of our proposal (dark-coloured). We
have inherited from BusinessProcessDiagram the class
SecureBusinessProcessDiagram that will be used to
contain the specifications related to requirements, roles and
security permissions.

In Table 2 we show the relation between security spec-
ification and BPD element. Any security requirement (non
repudiation, attack harm detection, integrity, privacy, or ac-

Table 3 New data type.

cess control) can be added to BPD elements.
Non repudiation can be specified over a Message

Flow. This means that the interaction cannot be denied.
�AttackHarmDetection� specified over Pool,

Lane or Group implies that all elements that these BPD ele-
ments contain must consider a mechanism that allows us to
detect, register and notify an attack attempt or a successful
attack. This requirement specified over Activity Message
Flow or Data Object has the same meaning.

The specification of �Integrity� over Message
Flow means that this must be protected to avoid the inten-
tional and non-authorized corruption of its content. The
meaning is the same when Integrity is specified over Data
Object.

The security requirement �Privacy� indicated in
Pool, Lane or Group implies that it must be considered a
mechanism that avoids that non-authorized third parties ob-
tain information about either the identity of Pool, Lane or
Group or sensible information about them.
�AccessControl� requirement can be specified

over Pool, Lane, Group or Activity. It has always the same
meaning since its aim is to express the need to avoid that
non-authorized third parties access to the elements included
in each one of these BPD elements.
�SecurityRole�and�SecurityPermissions�,

in spite of the fact that they are associated with some
BPD elements, cannot be directly specified over them.
The described relationship for Role is indirectly ob-
tained through the specifications of �AccessControl�
and/or �Privacy�. The link between
�SecurityPermissions� and Activity, Message Flow
and Data Object is derived from the �AccessControl�
specifications.

The Security Auditing is not represented in an explicit
way because this specification will be described in each se-
curity requirement (see Table 3).

In addition, we need the definitions of some data types
to be used in security specification. In Table 3, we will show
the data type with name, description and values associated.

In Table 4 we will show the stereotypes for secure ac-
tivity specifications extensively. Each stereotype specifica-
tion contains: name, description, notation, constrains and
tagged values.

We have used OCL (Object Constraint Language) [37],
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Table 4 Security stereotypes specifications.

1 The letter χ can be replaced by l for low, m for medium or h for
high.

2 The letter χ can be replaced by a for anonymity, c for confidentiality
or can be omitted If Privacy Type is not specified, then both anonymity
and confidentiality, are considered.

[38] to specify restrictions over the BPMN metamodel since
it lets us avoid the normal ambiguity of natural language.

5. Example

Our illustrative example (see Fig. 4) describes a typical busi-
ness process for the admission of patients in a health-care
institution. In this case, the business analyst identified the
Pool; Patient (individual who receives medical care and
who must fill out an admission request), Administration
Area (which is a Pool that is divided into two Lanes),
where the Medical Institution records details about costs and
insurances, and finally, the Pool Medical Area (divided
into lanes Medical Evaluation and Exams) where pre-
admission tests, exams, evaluations and complete clinical
data collecting are carried out. Security requirements are
included in this business process specification.

The business analyst has considered several aspects of
security. He/she has specified Privacy (confidentiality) for
Pool Patient, with the aim of preventing the disclosure
of sensitive information about Patients. Non repudiation has
been defined over the message flow that goes from the pool
Patient to the lane Admission with the aim of avoiding
the denial of the “Admission Request” reception. Access
Control has been defined over the lane Exams. A Security
Role can be derived from this specification. Exams will be a
role. All objects in the lane must be considered for permis-
sions specification (see Table 5). Access Control specifica-
tion has been complemented with audit requirement. This
implies that it must register role name, date and time of all
events related to the lane. Integrity (high) requirement has
been specified for Data Object “Clinical Information”. Fi-
nally, the business analyst has specified Attack Harm Detec-
tion for “Medical Evaluation” with audit requirement. All
events related to attempt or success of attacks or damages
must be registered.

Finally, the business analyst has specified Attack Harm
Detection with audit requirement. All events related to at-
tempt or success of attacks or damages are registered (names
in this case are clinical information, date and time).
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Fig. 4 Admission of patients in a medical institution.

Table 5 Security role and security permission specifications.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The improvement experienced in the languages for business
processes modeling, especially BPMN, opens an opportu-
nity to incorporate security requirements that allow us to
improve this aspect of the systems from early stages into
software development. In this paper, we have presented a
BPMN metamodel with core element and extension that al-
lows us to incorporate security requirements into Business
Process Diagrams that will increase the scope of the expres-
sive ability of business analysts. With this extension, busi-
ness analysts will be able to express security requirements
from their own perspective. Moreover, it will be possible
to refine such requirements by security experts for software
developers to be able to include them in the end product.
Consequently, the next step should be that of applying an
MDA approach to transform the model (including the secu-
rity requirements) into most concrete models (i.e. execution

models). Therefore, future work must be oriented to enrich
the security requirements specifications. Furthermore, it is
necessary to incorporate the viewpoint of the security expert
into them in order to make implementation possible.
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